
Energetic, expressive, and intriguing 

“Music that brings you on a journey through a string-sonic universe, that unites 

the dirty energy of rock music with the dusty and longing vibe of country music, 

and the rich harmonics of jazz music.” - Jazzklubben 

Nordal Twang plays instrumental jazz/rock with great ambitions. The music incites 
grand soundscapes, that let your mind wander freely. The compositions embrace 
both simplicity alongside melodious expressions and thoroughly composed 
sections, in order to create a space for immersion.  

The music is inspired by americana and the dusty Tarantino style; one could 
name it cowboy jazz. The band explores evocative tones and voices, having 
found a unique sound where the energy of rock meets the complexity of jazz. 
Twang refers to the rusty blues-inspired sound from the southern states of 
America, which is expressed and united with the blue Nordic tone. The album, 
“South of the Border” explores the genres further and is completed by grandiose 
brass arrangements, inspired by both Mexican mariachi bands and the style of Gil 
Evans. 

Nordal Twang enjoys improvisations; Presence and responsiveness is a big part 
of the performance of the band. 
They have through a number of years cooperated with the internationally 
recognised saxophone player, Fredrik Lundin. His enormous experience and 
expressivity have contributed greatly to the unique and original sound of Nordal 
Twang. 

“Quite unique, grandiose, beautiful, Danish.” - Gaffa 

Jesper Nordal is an experienced Danish guitarist and composer. Besides records 
in his own name with Nordal Twang, he has contributed to a long line of releases 
by both Danish and international artists. He brings with him a great sense of 
simple, yet powerful melodies, and huge guitar sounds, both evocative and with a 
rock-inspired edge. He departures from the world of rock and blues combined 
with the advanced language of jazz and improvisation. This gives him a unique 
sound and style. He has worked with, among others: Juan Ospina, the Danish 
Radio Big Band, Sofia Ribeiro, Marcelo Woloski, and Dawn Joseph. 

“From the very start, You’re blown away” - Ivan Rod, Gaffa 

Jesper Nordal  
Guitar, misc string instruments, 
loops and bandleader.  

Esben Eyermann 
Electric and acoustic bass. Plays 
with among others: Arve Henriksen, 
Niels Økland, Hans Ulrik  

Jesper Uno Kofoed 
Drums. Plays with among others: 
Stine Michel, Tone of Voice 
Orchestra, Refleks 

Fredrik Lundin 
Saxophone, flute. One of the great  
jazzprofiles in Scandinavia, 
Rewarded with Danish Music Award. 
Plays on countless releases: Maluba, 
Marilyn Mazur and many more.
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Selected tracks: 

“Blue”  
From our first album: “Twang” released on Calibrated Records.  
The Intro is inspired by the mood of the dessert in American planes. Dobro and 
the Nordic blue tone. . 
Here after comes a cool swinging blues theme where the band plays with an 
energetic interaction and responsiveness  that resolves into a powerfull guitarsolo. 

“Blade Running” 
From our second album: “South of the Border” released on Longlife Records. 
A tune with a tense energy. Arranged with big brass sounds and a sublime drum 
laying. A twangy guitarsolo leads to powerfull sax solo by Fredrik Lundin, and it 
ends in a almost classical sounding brass ensemble.  

“South of the Border” 
From the album with the same name: Americana inspired with tremolo guitar and 
banjo. Gil Evans meets a mexican mariachiband! Evocative and captivating, with 
a fiery trompet solo by Peter Marott.  

Reviews 

Jazznyt: ”"It is countryjazz with the side window down. Its cosy and delicious as a 
can of beans and black coffee at the campfire in the middle of nowhere" 

Gaffa: "Breathtakingly beautiful instrumental jazz/blues/rock" 

Salt Peanuts: ”"South of the Border" is one of this years best releases"” 

Fyens Stiftstidende: “"a sincerely mood report from the universe of the guitar"“ 

Jazzklubben: "Music that brings you on a journey through the "string-sonic" 

sound universe. It unites the dirty 

energy of the rock music with the 

dusty and longing vibe of the 

country music, and the rich 

harmonics of the jazz music"
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